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Abstract. If the "index theorem" for Fredholm operators sometimes hold in

the absence of an index [4], then also it sometimes fails in the presence of and

index.

0. Call the bounded linear operator T: X —► Y between normed spaces

weakly Fredholm if it is both essentially one-one, in the sense ([3, Definition

6.4.1]) that

(0.1) T~ (0) is finite dimensional,

and essentially dense, in the sense ([3, Definition 6.4.1]) that

Y/cl(TX) is finite dimensional;

thus  T is Fredholm if it is weakly Fredholm and proper, in the sense ([3,

Definition 3.2.7]) that

(0.3) core(T): X/T~x(0) -* cl(TX) is invertible,

where core( T) is induced by T in the obvious way. The product of weakly

Fredholm operators is Fredholm; we have the implication

(0.4)
S, T essentially one-one => ST essentially one-one =>  T essentially one-one

since T~X(0)C(ST)~X(0) and

(0.5) (ST)~X(0)/T~X(0) = T(X) n S~X(0) C S~X(0),

and the implication

(0.6)     S, T essentially dense => ST essentially dense => S essentially dense

since

(0.7) T essentially dense    <=>     T  essentially one-one,
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where T] : y* -» Xr is the dual or adjoint of T: X -» Y. If T: X -» Y is

weakly Fredholm then we may define its "index":

(0.8) index(r) = dim T~x(0) - dim Y/cl(TX),

where "dim" is the usual linear space dimension. Much if not all of the interest

in the index lies in the fact that if T : X —> Y and S : Y —» Z are both Fredholm

then ([3, Theorem 6.5.4];[5]; [6])

(0.9) index(ST) = index(S) + index(T) ;

indeed the essence of this extends [4] to pairs (S, T) for which S, T and ST

all have "generalized inverses". When (0.9) holds we shall say that the pair

(S, T) has the index property. Our first observation is that this does not hold

universally:

1. Example. If T = W : X —► Y = X is one-one and dense and if S = I - f Q

e: X ^Z = X with

(1.1) f(e)= 1    and   e £ W(X),

then (S, T) does not have the index property.

Proof. The rank one operator f Q e sends vectors x G X into f(x)e, and

S = S is a projection, which is Fredholm of index zero. The operator T is

"weakly invertible", therefore also has index zero. Since T has dense range

there is equality

(1.2) cl(STX) = cl(SX);

we claim that also

(1.3) (ST)~X(0) = T~X(0).

Indeed if x G X then (ST)x = Tx - f(Tx)e and hence, since e ^ T(X),

(ST)x = 0=>Tx = f(Tx)e =*• f(Tx) = 0^>Tx = 0.

Now cl(SX) has codimension 1 and T~ (0) has dimension 0, giving

index(ST) = 0-1^0 + 0 = index(S) + index(T).       ■

For a specific example take X = l2 and en = l/n (n G N), f(e) - 1 and

then define ( Wx)n = enxn (n G N) for each x G X. Example 1 shows that the

index of weakly Fredholm operators is not stable under finite rank perturbation,

and not continuous with respect to the operator norm topology:

( 1.4) index(T-fTQe) = index(5T) ^ index(T)

and

(1.5) index(r-//T©É>) = 0 ^ 0 / index(Sr)       asi^l.
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The essence of Example 1 extends to more general products:

2. Theorem. If T: X —y Y is one-one and dense and if S: Y —> Z is Fredholm

of index zero, and satisfies

(2.1) T(X)nS~x(0) = {0}¿S~X(0)

then (S, T) does not have the index property. If in addition Z = X and

(2.2) S(Y)Ccl(TSY)

then (ST,ST) does not have the index property.

Proof. Equality (1.2) holds exactly as in Example 1, and equality (1.3) follows

from (2.1) and (0.5). If (2.2) is assumed then also

(2.3) cl(ST)2(X) = cl(SY)   and   (ST)~2(0) = T~x(0),

giving

(2.4) index(ST)2 = index(ST) ¿2 index(ST).   ■

For a specific example take the direct sum of each of the operators in Example

1 with the identity / : C —> C. The discontinuity of the index is exhibited

whenever the condition (2.1) of Theorem 2 is satisfied ([2, Theorem 1.1]), as

well as instability with respect to finite rank perturbation.

We have already observed that if both factors S and T are actually Fredholm

then (0.9) holds; the same is clear if either 5 or 7 is invertible:

(2.5) S invertible    =>    index(ST) = index(T)

and

(2.6) T invertible    =>    index(ST) = index(5').

We can extend this kind of derivation of (0.9):

3. Theorem. If T: X —► Y and S: Y —y Z are weakly Fredholm and either

(3.1) T is onto

or

(3.2) S is bounded below

or

(3.3) S is one-one and T is dense,

then (S, T) has the index property.

Proof. If (3.3) holds then the isomorphism

(3.4) r~'(0) x S"'(0) x Zfcl(STX) = (ST)~X(0) x Y/cl(TX) x Z/cl(SY)

is established in three stages: there is equality (ST)~ (0) - T~ (0) since 5

is one-one, there is equality Z/cl(STX) = Z/cl(SY) since T is dense, and

finally 5"-1 (0) = {0} = Y j cl(TX). Counting dimensions on either side gives
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(0.9). If we assume either that S is one-one or that T is onto then (0.5) holds

with equality at the end, giving

(3.5) (SJ)"1(0)/r1(0)sí"'(0)

and hence

(3.6) dim(ST)~x(0) = dimS-1(0) + dim r~'(0).

For equality

(3.7) dim Z/ cl(STX) = dimZ/ cl(ST) + dim Y/ cl(TX)

we use the analogue of (3.5) with (Tf ,Sf) in place of (S,T): if either 5 is

bounded below so that S is onto, or T is onto so that 7^ is one-one, there

is equality s\z]) n rt_1(0) = rt_1(0). Taking stock, both (3.6) and (3.7) are

established separately under each of the conditions (3.1), (3.2) and (3.3). ■

The second part of Theorem 2 shows that commutativity ST = TS is not

sufficient for the index property (0.9):

4. Theorem. If T: X —► X and S: X —y X are weakly Fredholm and commute,

and if either

(4.1) T is weakly invertible

or

(4.2) S is Fredholm of finite ascent and descent,

then (S, T) has the index property.

Proof. If T is weakly invertible, in the sense of being one-one and dense, then

with no commutativity assumptions there is isomorphism

(4.3) T'X(0) x S~X(0) x Xfcl(STX) =" (TS)~X(0) x X/cl(TX) x X/cl(SX):

the derivation is very similar to that of (3.4). Specialising to TS = ST now

gives (3.4) and hence (0.9). If instead S is Fredholm of finite ascent and descent

then ([1, Theorem 3.3]; [3, Theorem 7.3.6]) some power S" has a commuting

generalized inverse, and we can write

(4.4) S" = UP = PU       with invertible U and idempotent P ;

it now follows that P is in the "double commutant" of S" , and in particular

commutes with S, T and ST. We can therefore write

(4.5)

X=(X}\,    P=(II\    ®)    and   R=(Rni    !! )    whenever RS = SR,
yXj ' Vo    0/ Vo    Ro/

where Xx and X0 are the range and null space of the projection P ; in particular

XQ is finite dimensional, and S" and hence also Sx are invertible. Looking

separately at R(X) and R~ (0) shows that

(4.6) RP = PR^ index(R) = index(i?, ) + index(Än) :
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thus

(index(T) \       /  index(r,)  \      /  index(ro)

index(S)      =      index(S,)      +      index(.S0)

index(Sr)7      \index(SxTx) J      \index(SQT0),

Since XQ is finite dimensional we must have ([3, Theorem 6.2.6]; [5])

(4.8) index(r0) = index^) = index(S07*0) = 0 ;

since Sx is invertible (2.5) gives

(4.9) index(5,) = 0   and    indexer,) = index(r,).

It follows that the third entry in each of the columns on the right hand side of

(4.7) is the sum of the first two; this must also hold on the left hand side, giving

(0.9).    ■

Commutativity cannot be dropped from the assumptions of Theorem 4, since

conditions (4.1) and (4.2) both hold in Example 1; in Theorem 2 the Fredholm

operators of index zero are ([2]; [3, Theorem 6.5.2]) just the products of in-

vertible operators and (Fredholm) projections. A variant of the second case of

Theorem 4 holds whenever one factor is Fredholm: if S = SS'S is Fredholm

and T commutes with the projection P = S'S then (0.9) holds (use the same

decomposition of X — Y as in the proof of Theorem 4), and similarly if in-

stead T — tt'T is Fredholm and S commutes with TT1. We conclude with

an example which shows that the commutativity in (4.6) cannot be weakened

to the invariance of the range of P under T :

5. Theorem. If A : X -* X, B:Y — X and D: Y - Y satisfy

(5.1) A is one-one and dense, and D is dense

and

(5.2) A(X) DB(Y) = {0} = B~x (0) n D~X (0),

then

(5.3) (n    r» ) : ( y ) ~* ( v ) '5 one-one and dense.

Proof. If x G X and y G Y there is implication

(iS)GO-(S)*^*—*
=> Ax = By = 0 = Dy => x = 0 = y ;

if / G X   and g G Y   there is the implication

{f8)(o    L\)=(QQ)^fA = 0 = fB + gD^f = 0 = g.   U

Here A is the restriction of R = ( ̂  ^ ) to the invariant subspace (^) Ç (*),

and D the induced quotient mapping; if in particular A  and D are both
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weakly Fredholm then so is R, and the extended version of (4.6) would be that

index(iî) = index(^) + index(£>). Theorem 5 however says that index(i?) =

0 when the conditions (5.1) and (5.2) hold; to satisfy them without having

index(D) = 0 we can for example take X = Y = l2 and A = W as in Example

1, D = V the backward shift (so V{Y) = Y and dim V~x(0)=l), and finally

B - f 0 e where e G X is not in the range  W(X) and f G Y^  satisfies

r'(0)nr'(0) = o.
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